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MILLARD J MELNYK IS CREATING RELOVEUTION
Vulnerability is power

youtube.com/channel/UCGNDMu0QMB_CS8gQq1GiSDg/feed

@MillardJMelnyk

facebook.com/millard.j.melnyk

I'm a long-time renegade -- not
because I love trouble, but because I
hate bullshit, and there's always been
plenty around. Things actually work
better when they're shit-free, but
you'd never know it sometimes for
the complaints you get when you call
it out.

I started "following my bliss" in
earnest six years ago. I do what I love,
which is to challenge convention and
then write about it. Or, write up
challenges to convention. It's all good.

The biggest lesson I've learned so far
is that we really don't know jack, and
even better: we apparently don't need
to! We keep doing our damnedest to

screw things up and we're still here,
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Trapped? Nah.

So let's say we have a mouse problem. What do we do -- trap them?
Build a better mousetrap? Reinvent what "trapping" means? 

Who bothers to ask if maybe trapping is the problem, not the answer? If
no one wonders, how will we ever start living smarter instead of killing
better? 

When solutions are so familiar for so long that merely wanting better
ones seems ludicrous, we stop looking and spurn those who try. We stay
stuck. 
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screw things up and we're still here,
so far, which tells me that there's
hope left for us yet. There might even
be forces in the universe interested in
our survival. Given our obsessions
with morbidity and death and our
killing compulsion -- it's pretty much
our eventual answer to every problem
-- it seems like the only explanation.

I'm after something better. My sights
are set on 
wildly better. An old friend used to
say, "If you're not shooting for the
moon, your aim's too low." I see no
reason to lower my sights to a more
reasonable target. De›ne
"reasonable." If shooting for stellar
means I shoot unreasonably far, I'm
›ne with that.

I hope you like my stufi. It's the result
of an organic, lived-through (rather
than planned through) process, much
like most of my life has been. I have
lots of names for it: spaghetti logic,
pinball logic, water logic, ant track
logic. Meandering ofiers the
advantage of a rich context for your
routes, one that e™ciency never
yields. Kinda like relationships. And
sex.

Exploration is way more fun than
tourism.

Welcome to my expedition! :-)

Find me on:

Facebook: Millard J Melnyk
Our Facebook group: Awakening
Together
My blogs Millard's Blog and 
To Christians
Twitter: @MillardJMelnyk
Youtube: Millard's Youtube Feed
On Google Plus: Millard J Melnyk
On LinkedIn: Millard J Melnyk
Or email me at:
millardjmelnyk@gmail.com

Seattle, WA, USA

stuck. 

That's our real problem. 

I'm the guy asking why life seems like a room full of traps and we're the
mice. I expect good answers from people who ought to know. When they
shuck bullshit instead, I blow ofi the stink and roll my own. And guess
what? It works. 

ReLOVEution 

As I explore and dig and expose, I'm ›nding unorthodox ways out of the
mess. This is my work, my passion, and my bliss crystallized into an idea:

! 

Revolution changes how the world works by force, whether you like it or
not. It's destructive. And backwards. 

 is ›rst a reversal of mind and heart that changes how the
world looks -- and then changes it to work the way we want. Read this to
›nd out more.

Hope for a better world isn't "utopian." It's realistic and credible once we
reverse our vision forwards and tackle the problem of bastards. Time
after time hope fails us on one point: what do we do about them? How
do we curb them without turning into one? I'm answering that question. 

I see a society of trust, acceptance, and support that makes life blossom -
- a greenhouse, not a gauntlet. It's coming. I'm living, working, and writing
my way forward to it. Come help me! 

Check It Out

People call my work enlightening, challenging, provocative, formidable,
even galling. One recently said, "You have a magic way of putting your
›nger on the soft spot." 

My specialty: tossing popular beliefs topsy-turvy to great result and
devotee dismay. 
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devotee dismay. 

If life is upside-down and backwards, then  ipping it upside-down and
backwards is how we right it. If you're OK with a marginally better world,
you won't like my work. I'm ›nding routes to radically better. 

Hooey and hype are everywhere, but behind them gapes huge hunger
for real hope -- genuine, doable alternatives -- and I plan to feed it with
substance, not hoopla. 

What You Can Do

Becoming a patron is just one way for you to get involved. Your
patronage will help me: focus on work; fund projects and experiments
and workshops; pay a good editor to make my work pop; defray costs to
get it out there; and get people together to ! 

Use the "Become a Patron" button at the top left. Change the amount or
cancel whenever you want. What do you get? See the rewards below... 

I hope this intro starts a conversation between us. If you've ever wanted
to shake things up, I'm going to rock their underpinnings. I'd love to
engage with you. 

To get more familiar with what I plan and what I've done so far, check out
my creations page. 

Also, ›nd me on: 
Facebook: Millard J Melnyk

Our Facebook group: Awakening Together

My blogs Millard's Blog and 

To Christians

Twitter: @MillardJMelnyk

Youtube: Millard's Youtube Feed

On Google Plus: Millard J Melnyk

On LinkedIn: Millard J Melnyk

Or email me at: millardjmelnyk@gmail.com

Thank you for your support! 

Let's make some !

Rewards

I struggled with the idea of "rewards". My work is ofiered on a gifting
basis. I'm not going to hold it hostage until ransom is paid. So I had to get
creative, because I want to tangibly show my appreciation for your
support!
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Pledge $1.00 or more per month
All contributors get invited to a contributor's group on Facebook or here on Patreon where we discuss
ideas, questions, plans, projects, and just about anything. Also, you get monthly updates on the progress
of projects, experiments, etc.

Pledge $3.00 or more per month
Same as $1, but you show MORE ENTHUSIASM! :-)

So, you get invited to the discussion group, monthly progress updates, AND you'll get monthly excerpts
from my writer's journal. Not that I'm such a fascinating guy, but much of the value of any project lies in
the bumps in the road and lessons learned along the way. Few writers share that kind of information as
they progress. Why wait for memoirs?

Pledge $5.00 or more per month
Same as $1 and $3 except you show WAY MORE ENTHUSIASM! :D

So, you get invited to the discussion group, monthly progress updates, monthly excerpts from my journal,
AND you get to choose what I write about. A couple of times a month I'll write up the most asked-for
topics. This helps us both stay focused on the important stufi.

Pledge $10.00 or more per month
1 patron

Same as $5 or less (discussion group, monthly progress updates, journal excerpts, topic suggestions)
AND you get invited to brainstorm projects and experiments with me Google Hangout style. We plan
them, I do them. Or if you're raring to go, YOU do them and tell us what happens!

Pledge $20.00 or more per month
Same as $10 or less, but if you're this interested, I'm interested to spend time with you, if you'd like. One
hour a month, the two of us Skyping or chatting or however you like, getting my undivided attention -- not
so you can hear what I have to say, but so that I can hear what you're brimming with!

Pledge $50.00 or more per month
I put this here for fun, just in case no amount is too much for you to see this ship get ofi the ground. If
you're this interested, we'll come up with a reward tailored just for you!
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